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WRIA 14 Lead Entity Committee 

Mason Public Works Mtg RM A 

1/19/2017 

 

Welcome, Introductions, and Announcements 

Several announcements made including details on Rich Geiger Scholarship hosted by the Community 

Foundation of South Puget Sound, SSSEG annual meeting (Feb 9, Lacey Community Center), call for 

abstracts for Salmon Recovery Conference and opportunity to collaborate with Mason County to 

inventory county road barriers. 

Review CAC recommendations for changes to ranking process and roles/responsibilities 

TAG becomes a subgroup of the CAC and accesses technical and scientific aspects of projects to 

determine readiness to proceed, fulfillment of strategy and regional plan priorities. Qualifications of 

members include affiliation with expertise, minimum level of participation, and approved by CAC. 

Looking for impartial participants; at a minimum project sponsor can't rank own projects. TAG provides 

score breakdown from each ranker, an overall rankings of projects, a second classification identifying 

projects of concern, and their decision-making calculus.  

CAC accesses community values, readiness to proceed and other relative merits. Membership can 

include TAG members excluding project sponsors and including initiating governments. Qualifications 

are living or working in WRIA and minimum level of participation. CAC submits final ranking to SRFB with 

any changes to the TAG ranking requiring a 2/3 majority. 

Group activity: Angel & Devil's advocate to share pros/cons and engage in active listening regarding 

proposal 

Pros Cons 

Aligns with statute, RCO manual 19 and WSC 
guidance 

Lacks details of CAC review; projects designed to 
benefit salmon and technical criteria address that; 
some projects may be good for salmon but bad for 
the community 

Allows written justification alongside score; good 
for public knowledge 

Ranking and rating always presents challenges to 
remain impartial 

More citizen involvement and definition of R&R; 
more meaningful which promotes recruitment and 
retention; clear delineation of CAC and TAG 

Allowing initiating governments to vote regardless 
of their status as PS may be perceived as unfair 

TAG and CAC work together on final ranking with 
mutual goal to improve resource; 2/3 maj supports 
this collaboration; ranking driven by technical 
merits 

Potentially limits project sponsor’s contribution 
and their insight and commitment 

Augers again conflict of interest Strategy needs updating for this model to work 

Opportunity to discuss issues that are hard to 
evaluate numerically 

Recruitment for both groups needs to be 
addressed 

Remove numeric scoring, replace with guidance 
and discussion 

TAG PS aren’t allowed to participate in final 
discussion, which would be a loss of important 
insight into project development and successful 
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implementation 

Defining representation of this group is important Excluding project sponsors may cause undue 
political influence in process. PS are most aware of 
watershed processes; excluding their single vote in 
a score of many won’t impact final decision 

Ranking is technical; 2/3 majority on rerankings 
help retain that 

CAC needs to provide written justification for 
reranking; promotes transparency and is response 
to public interest 

 

Decision 

Does it sound like there's acceptance of model contingent upon resolution of some minor issues? No 

one stated an objection. Intent is to use this model this year. With letters of intent due in March, this 

process shouldn’t affect what constitutes a good or bad project. 

Steps for this model to move forward: 

1. Review CAC scoresheets and translate into criteria– small workgroup; quick turn over to make 

available for 2017 grant round - Jen will coordinate. 

2. Time needed to expand CAC recruitment – also need to define role of CAC for purposes of 

recruitment – minimum participation 

3. Develop conflict of interest policy – difficult to have discussion without sponsors showing bias. 

Although revising the policy will enhance transparency it may be at the cost of marginalizing 

sponsors. Conflict of interest policy needs to be revised to address participation of initiating 

governments and project sponsors 

Review TAG recommendation for consideration of qualitative technical factors 

The TAG has committed to sharing more details on how they make decision on cost benefit. They’re also 

revising questions on their score sheet to support consistent interpretation amongst reviewers. The TAG 

also encounters qualitative factors in rating and ranking and has explored a few approaches to promote 

consistency amongst rankers. Options: Remove qualitative questions from scoresheet and use for basis 

of final reranking discussion OR retain qualitative questions in scoresheet. During either discussion a 

change in ranking requires a 2/3 vote and an explanation of the change. The group doesn’t anticipate 

reranking from this discussion. Recommendations for CAC will typically be original TAG ranking. 

Other topics discussed 

Reminder that this is solely about the framework for final ranking of project lists – not the Lead Entity in 

general 

Remodeling the model – commitment to debrief after first year/round - continued each year 

Tribes – citizen or TAG? (Both – if can meet minimum requirements) 

Tabled items 

 Where do Z-scores fit into the process?  


